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SafeTANK GT4670-TB

Up to 32TB. 
Big storage for video & photo.
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Thunderbolt 2.
The fastest, most versatile I/O in any desktop. Of any size.

UP TO 

25x 

FASTER THAN 
FIREWIRE 800

Thunderbolt 2

Thunderbolt 2 technology in GT4670-TB is phenomenally fast. The two Thunderbolt 2 ports on GT4670-TB 
features dual 20-Gbps channels for data transfer and that’s up to four times faster than USB 3. But beyond 
speed, Thunderbolt gives you unprecedented expansion capabilities. You can daisy-chain as many as six 
Thunderbolt devices to a single port. And since Thunderbolt is based on Display Port technology, Mini 
Display Port devices like Apple LED Cinema Display can plugs right in, too.
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The GT4670-TB built-in with two disk configuration modes: RAID 0 (Speed 
Mode), and JBOD (Four Independent Volumes) for you to choose according 
to your needs.

With two optional storage modes, user can choose between RAID 0 and independent mode. In 
RAID 0 mode, the enclosed four drives will be striped and combined into one large volume for 
storage to enhance the data transfer speed performance. Under the Independent mode, the 
enclosed drives are seen as four separate volumes instead of one single volume.

RAID 0 functionality increases storage speed and performance
The new GT4670-TB is equipped with RAID 0 storage mode, which enables user to attain up to 
724MB/s read speed with GT4670- TB's Thunderbolt transmission interface. Whether it is used 
for searching and editing photo galleries, or video editing and synthesis, it promises to deliver a 
smooth and easy operation.
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Test Environment
Testing conducted by RAIDON in December 2014 using an Apple Mac Pro 3.7GHz Quad-core Intel Xeon E5 with 12GB RAM running 
Mac 0S X 10.10. Four drives ( HGST 8TB SATA III 7200 rpm ) and two SSD ( Adata 64G SATA III ) were used as the test volume 
when AJA tests were performed.
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Stylish and rugged
The GT4670-TB has a sleek exterior design that’ll never go out of style when placed next to your 
Mac. It’s also built tough with three millimeter thickness aluminum to shield the enclosed drives 
durably and to dissipate the heat created by the drives faster for the drives to work comfortably.

The ultimate all-in-one demands the most advanced I/O technology. Each tiny Thunderbolt port 
lets you expand the capabilities of your Mac for connecting high performance peripherals, 
transfer data at high speed, or even daisy-chain multiple devices. And the new iMac with Retina 
5K display has Thunderbolt 2 built-in, delivering twice the bandwidth — up to 20 Gbps — for the 
fastest data transfers.

To help you complete your photography projects

With two ultrafast Thunderbolt 2 ports, you can build a photo studio around MacBook Pro and 
GT4670-TB. Or take them with you and import thousands of RAW images on location — up to six 
times faster than on a standard MacBook Pro. Once your photos are on your computer, editing in 
Aperture is faster and more responsive than before.

GT4670-TB's RAID 0 mode lets you quickly browse large image libraries from external storage. 
So you have instant access to any photo in your library.
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Environmentally friendly
GT4670-TB is made from highly recyclable aluminum and 
it is also free of many harmful toxins which commonly 
present in the desktop computer manufacturing process.

GT4670-TB Specification
Product Views
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7F-9, No.16, Lane 609, Sec.5, Chung-Hsin Rd.,241 San-Chung Dist., New Taipei City, 
Taiwan
Tel:886-2-2278-9697 Ext 63
Fax:886-2-2278-9659
http://www.raidon.com.tw
E-mail : sales1@raidon.com.tw

Specification
Model No. GT4670-TB

Interface Thunderbolt 2 Port x 2 ( up to 20 Gbps )

Compatible Drives 4 x 3.5" /2.5" SATA III HDD/SSD ( up to 6 Gbps ) / Support large 
volume up to 8TB

Storage Mode 4 x Independent ( JBOD ) / RAID 0

Electrical and Operating 
Requirements

* Line voltage: 100-240V AC
* Frequency: 50Hz to 60Hz, single phase
* Maximum continuous power: 150W
* Operating temperature: 50° to 95° F (10° to 35° C)
* Storage temperature: -4° to 113° F (-20° to 45° C)
* Relative humidity: 5% to 95% noncondensing

Cooling System 9 cm Low noise fan

Product Size and Weight Height: 166 mm Width: 124 mm Depth: 248 mm Weight: 3.4 kg

Product Code EAN：4711132863581 UPC：884826500162

Carton 4 pcs per carton

Package Accessories * GT4670-TB x 1 (with removable drive tray enclosed x 4)
* Thunderbolt Cable x 1
* AC Power Cable x 1
* Accessory kit
* CD ( User Manual / Software ) x 1

copyright 2010 RAIDON Inc. All rights reserved. 
All other trademarks and trade names are the properties of their respective owners.all rights reserved.

Front View
A.Hard drive status indicator 
B.Removable drive tray 
C.Key access opening 
D.Power indicator

Rear View
E.Power Switch 
F. Power socket 
G.Thunderbolt 
H. Anti-theft cord slot
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